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ABOUT THE SHAWNEE TRIBE
PAKACHEE

There are roughly 12,000 Shawnee enrolled in 3
sovereign tribes: The Shawnee Tribe, Absentee Shawnee
and Eastern Shawnee Tribe. There is no singular
narrative that describes Shawnee history or culture.
Shawnee people once lived in their ancestral homelands
of the Middle Ohio Valley. Swift travelers and prolific
traders, Shawnee were kind friends to many and equally
fierce foes to some. Shawnee people formed alliances
with other tribes that persist today.
In the past 500 years, waves of European settlers
completely altered Shawnee ways of life. Under British
and American rule, Shawnee language, arts, and social
customs nearly vanished, as Native people fought
prejudice and the suppression of their culture by a
domineering Western society. Despite suppression,
many traditional ways of life, ceremonies and language
continue to endure.

Center. The Center aims to be the place
for students, educators, artists, citizens,
and visitors to explore and share
Shawnee culture.
Our Mission
The Shawnee Tribe Cultural Center’s
mission is to be the place for Shawnees
to tell the story of the Shawnee past,
how that informs and shapes Shawnees
today, and who we see ourselves becoming tomorrow.
The photographs used in this guide
have been taken by STCC staff.

Today, there is a healthy and inclusive community
history dialog, efforts to reawaken the language, and a
burgeoning Shawnee arts renaissance. The Shawnee
Tribe is experiencing a cultural revival tied to the creation
of its heritage organization, the Shawnee Tribe Cultural
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WELCOME STATEMENT
ABOUT OUR EDUCATIONAL OFFERINGS
The Shawnee people have a complex history of
migration, removal, and sovereignty. There is no
singular narrative that describes Shawnee history
or culture. Shawnee history has been recorded
and written about by many,
but Shawnee Tribe citizens,
until now, have not have a
venue in which to tell their
own story.

As educators, you are important partners in
our work. When you share Native American
heritage, you are encouraging new ways to
consider our shared culture and history. You
help students consider how the
past has shaped the present.

We want to serve
all Shawnee
People, not just
those locally

The Shawnee Tribe’s new
Cultural Center aims to provide
tribal citizens and the public
with accurate and accessible
cultural information and
opportunities to explore
Shawnee culture. Exhibits, programs, and our store
shares language and history, celebrates customs,
and builds community respect for Native heritage.

We developed this guide to
connect you with our services.
As you review this guide, please
remember it is an evolving
document as our progrmas and
exhibits grow and change. We can
help you tailor a visit to the center,
design a classroom project that
supports your curriculum, or
facilitate a research project. Please let us
know how we can collaborate.
Niyawe,
Marnie Leist
Cultural Center Director

Educational Philosophy

Providing accessible and accurate information is the foundation of our
educational programming. We strive to engage a broad audience in the
exploration of Shawnee culture and history. We offer an inclusive environment
and invite discussion. We consider multiple perspectives when creating our
exhibits, programs, and publications. We are committed to fostering respect
of Shawnee culture among people of all heritages. Our programs are open to
everyone.
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TOURS

The Shawnee Tribe Cultural Center offers tours for
educational groups and school classes. Our exhibits are
geared towards K+ age groups. Exhibits are generally
self-led, or you can arrange we will be happy to walk you
through our current gallery displays and explain interactive
components. We change exhibits yearly with new exhibits
opening in March, thus if you come in the fall you will see
completly different material than if you were to come back
in the spring.
Our award-winning exhibits often focus on a specific aspect
of Shawnee incorporating STEAM-based activities when
appropriate. For example, in our award-winning inagural
exhibit From Ancient Hands: Stories in Fire and Clay visitors
learned how to make a guilloche pattern.
Using an easy-view microscope, visitors can examine various
speciumens up close and see how different objects look
under magnification. We endever to always have several
hands on activites available for the general public as well
as visiting educational programs. These activites focus on a
closer examination of content seen elsewhere at the center.
Contact programs@shawneeculture.org or (918) 544-6722
for more information.

Bristol Berryman, Kids Committee Member says, “I was just
thinking about, how can we make this place better or what we
could do for people to come.” on Tours for Kids by Kids Event
Museum Manners
STCC is a special place and contains many special
objects and displays. For the safety of our visitors as well
as our objects we ask that you follow these rules:
• Walk, don’t run/skip/jump
• Leave bag/umbrellas/etc. with our front desk
• No food, drink, or gum
• Do not touch displays unless specifically noted
• Stay with your group
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TRAVELING EDUCATION BOXES
The Shawnee Tribe Cultural Center also has a series of Traveling
Education Boxes available for check out. These boxes package our
in gallery activities along with several informational panels for use in
classrooms, at home, daycare centers, essentially anywhere that is not
physically here at the Center. (Spring 2021 box TBD)
Color Theory/Pigments and Dyes - In this we examing how pigments
and dyes have been utilized to create color and break down the scientific
principels that lead to color theory. We include a fun color blending
activity utilizing liquid watercolors and filter paper to see how primary
colors when mixed create additional colors and hues.
Decoration of Pottery - Includes 5 exhibition panels discussing the
decoration and history of Shawnee pottery. We have included in this
box our Guilloche Drawing Activity - an ancient method of decorating
pottery. This box educates on Shawnee History and pairs it with a fun
art-based activity.
Science of Pottery - Science of Pottery - Includes 4 exhibition panels
describing the Tribe’s project to re-make ancient pottery. This box
focuses on scientific partnerships between the Tribe and the scientific
community. Includes a material science activity comparing ancient
pottery pieces from around the world. Includes a Neo the Neosho Mucket
Mussel Game with fun facts on freshwater mussel life cycle.
We plan to continue this series with each additional exhibit - keep an eye
out for new boxes. You can follow us on Facebook @shawneeculture or
check our website at www.shawneeculture.org
To request a box or additional information email
programs@shawneeculture.org

“All the material was
new to my children they were excited and
talked about Fort Ancient
pottery for days after”
- Nicole Andrews
Decoration of Pottery Box
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MOBILE MUSEUM
Launched in Fall 2019 STCC will have a mobile exhibit van unit. We will be able to travel to you and
set up banner exhibits with interactive components. A staff member will drive to your location and
set up the traveling exhibition. We are also able to utilized the mobile museum to bring our traveling
education boxes to you and to engage with students in providing our expertise on the included
activites. Based on the distance to your location, we may be able to either leave the exhibit for a
designated time period or we can stay for up to a half-day. Due to the availability of staff and travel
requirements this service is generally only available on Mondays or Tuesdays and for locations within
200 miles of Miami, OK. For distances greater than 200 miles, fees may be arranged to permit overnight
travel. To inquire about our mobile museum please contact programs@shawneeculture.org.
Current Mobile Units
Decoration of Pottery (From Ancient Hands: Stories in Fire and Clay exhbition, 2018-2019)
Science of Pottery (From Ancient Hands: Stories in Fire and Clay exhbition, 2018-2019)
Color Theory/Pigments and Dyes (Byrd’s Eye View exhibition, 2020)
*TBD, Running Rabbit exhibiton,2021

“This will allow STCC content to better reach the Shawnee
People who are not easily able to come to the Center”
- Natalie Wadle, Exhibits and Programs Manager.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING MORE INVOLVED AT STCC? JOIN OUR KIDS
COMMMITTEE AND HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE CENTER. STUDENTS AGED
8-18 ARE WELCOME TO JOIN, WE MEET ONCE A MONTH DURING THE SCHOOL
YEAR. WE GENERALLY MEET THE SECOND SATURDAY OF EACH MONTH. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT NATALIE WADLE AT PROGRAMS@SHAWNEECULTURE.ORG.
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Shawnee Tribe Cultural Center
19 N. Eight Tribe Trail
Miami, OK 74354
(918) 544-6722

CURRENT HOURS
WED-SATURDAY 10 AM - 4 PM

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT MONDAY AND TUESDAYS

*CHECK SHAWNEECULTURE.ORG FOR THE MOST UP TO DATE HOURS INFORMATION
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